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The next aspect is the purities of the seas of worlds. This aspect refers to the
ways in which the worlds are purified. The next aspect is the manifestations of
Buddhas in the seas of worlds. This aspect refers to the causes and conditions
for Buddhas to appear in each world. The next aspect is the durations of the
seas of worlds. This aspect refers to how many kalpas it takes for worlds to
come into being, to dwell, and to decay, and how long they become extinct. The
next aspect is the distinct evolutionary stages of the seas of worlds. This
aspect refers to the kinds of cyclical changes worlds go through, and how they
can be distinguished. And the last aspect is the ways in which the seas of
worlds are undifferentiated. This aspect refers to the ways in which the seas of
worlds are the same.

Sutra:
“Disciples of the Buddha! Generally speaking, the seas of worlds have
these ten aspects, which, if explained extensively, have facets as numerous as dust motes in seas of worlds. All Buddhas of the past, present, and
future have spoken, are speaking, and will speak about them.
Commentary:
Universal Worthy Bodhisattva continues, “All of you disciples of the Buddha!
Generally speaking, the seas of worlds have these ten aspects. They are
characterized by ten sets of conditions and characteristics, which, if explained
extensively, have facets as numerous as dust motes in seas of worlds. If we
go into detail about these conditions, they have as many facets as the particles of
dust throughout these seas of worlds.
All Buddhas of the past, present, and future have spoken, are speaking,
and will speak about them. All Buddhas of the three periods of time explain
these causes and conditions.
Sutra:
“Disciples of the Buddha! Generally speaking, there are ten causes and
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conditions under which all seas of worlds have come into being, are coming
into being, or will come into being.

Commentary:
“All of you disciples of the Buddha! Generally speaking, there are ten causes
and conditions under which all seas of worlds in the past have already come
into being, are at present coming into being, or will in the future come into
being.
Sutra:
What are the ten? They come into being because of the spiritual power of
the Thus Come Ones; because the Dharma is thus; because of the karmic
activity of all beings; because of all Bodhisattvas’ realization of All-Wisdom;
because of the good roots collectively amassed by all beings and
Bodhisattvas; because of the power of all Bodhisattvas’ vows to adorn and
purify lands; because of all Bodhisattvas’ realization of nonretreating conduct and vows; because of the pure, superior understanding and self-mastery of all Bodhisattvas; because of the flowing forth of all Thus Come
Ones’ good roots, and all Buddhas’ power of self-mastery upon realizing
the Way; and because of the self-mastery of Universal Worthy Bodhisattva’s
power of vows.
Commentary:
What are the ten causes and conditions by which the seas of worlds come into
being? They come into being because of the spiritual power of the Thus
Come Ones. Most people say that the seas of worlds are produced by the spiritual
penetrations of the Buddhas.Worlds come into being because the Dharma is
thus. The Dharma is essentially that way. The Dharma Realm is supposed to be
that way, and so it is inevitable that the seas of worlds come into being. Worlds
come into being because of the karmic activity of all beings. The karma generated by their actions brings into being the seas of worlds.
Worlds come into being because of all Bodhisattvas’ realization of AllWisdom. This also brings about the coming into being of worlds. Worlds come
into being because of the good roots collectively amassed by all beings and
Bodhisattvas. All Bodhisattvas and beings collectively amass the good roots that
allow different worlds to come into existence. Worlds come into being because of
all Bodhisattvas’ vows to adorn and purify lands. This cause and its conditions
consist of the vows that the Bodhisattvas of the ten directions and the three periods of time make to adorn and purify their lands.
Worlds come into being because of all Bodhisattvas’ realization of
nonretreating conduct and vows. All such Bodhisattvas have perfected the three
types of nonretreat. In thought, in position, and in practice, they never retreat
from their conduct and vows. This irreversibility is also a cause for the coming into
being of worlds. Worlds come into being because of the pure, superior understanding and self-mastery of all Bodhisattvas. The complete freedom and inAPRIL VAJRA BODHI SEA
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dependence of Bodhisattvas can bring worlds into being.
Worlds come into being because of the flowing forth of all Thus
Come Ones’ good roots, and all Buddhas’ power of self-mastery upon
realizing the Way. The awesome spiritual strength and freedom that Buddhas
gain upon realizing the Way also brings seas of worlds into existence. Worlds
come into being because of the self-mastery of Universal Worthy
Bodhisattva’s power of vows. This is another cause leading to the origination of worlds.

Sutra:
“Disciples of the Buddha! This has been a general explanation of the
ten causes and conditions, which, if extensively explained, have facets
as numerous as dust motes in seas of worlds.”
Commentary:
“Disciples of the Buddha! This has been a general explanation of the
ten kinds of causes and conditions. This is just an overview. These ten, if
extensively explained, have facets as numerous as dust motes in seas of
worlds. If one attempted to explain these causes and conditions in detail, they
would be too numerous to ever completely describe.”
Sutra:
Then Universal Worthy Bodhisattva, wishing to restate his meaning,
received the awesome spiritual power of the Buddhas, contemplated
the ten directions, and spoke verses.
Commentary:
Then Universal Worthy Bodhisattva, wishing to restate his meaning,
received the awesome spiritual power of the Buddhas, carefully contemplated the ten directions, and spoke verses.
Sutra:
Vairocana Buddha adorns and purifies
All the boundless seas of lands mentioned above.
The realm of the World Honored One defies conception;
So do his wisdom, spiritual penetrations, and powers.
Commentary:
Vairocana Buddha adorns and purifies / All the boundless seas of lands
mentioned above. All the infinite numbers of Buddhalands are adorned and
purified by Vairocana Buddha. The realm of the World Honored One defies conception; / So do his wisdom, spiritual penetrations and
transformations, and his ten wisdom powers. They are also inconceivable.
Sutra:
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Bodhisattvas cultivate an ocean of vows,
Fulfilling the wishes of all beings.
Beings’ thoughts and activities are vast beyond bounds.
Thus, the Bodhisattvas’ lands pervade the ten directions.

Commentary:
Bodhisattvas cultivate an ocean of vows, / Fulfilling the wishes of all
beings. Bodhisattvas must cultivate every possible vow; these vows are so
numerous that they resemble an ocean. Bodhisattvas respond to beings and
fulfill their hearts’ desires. Beings’ thoughts and activities are vast beyond bounds. / Thus, the Bodhisattvas’ lands pervade the ten
directions. Although the mental activity and behavior of beings are
extensive, the lands of the Bodhisattvas are just as extensive. Therefore,
beings do not exist outside of these lands.
Sutra:
Bodhisattvas advance towards All-Wisdom,
Diligently cultivating various powers of self-mastery.
Their ocean of measureless vows swells forth everywhere,
Bringing vast lands into being.
Commentary:
Bodhisattvas advance towards All-Wisdom, / Diligently cultivating
various powers of self-mastery. / Their ocean of measureless vows
swells forth everywhere. They perfect all the different kinds of wisdom,
and zealously cultivate various powers of self-mastery without the slightest
trace of laziness. These Bodhisattvas’ transformations and spiritual penetrations come forth from their ocean of measureless vows, bringing vast
lands into being. Lands throughout the ten directions come into being
through the vow-power of all Bodhisattvas.
Sutra:
They cultivate a boundless ocean of practices,
Entering the infinite realm of Buddhas.
Wishing to purify the ten directions’ lands,
They spend countless eons in every land.
Commentary:
They cultivate a boundless ocean of practices, / Entering the infinite
realm of Buddhas. Since their practices and vows are unlimited, the state
of Buddhahood that they attain is also unlimited. Wishing to purify the
ten directions’ lands, / They spend countless eons in every land. They
wish to purify and adorn all lands, and so they spend innumerable eons
doing so.
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